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Introduction: Botnets Rising

The year 2016 was certainly notable for Locky and the rise of ransomware, but
these last months our attention has been drawn to a fundamental element of
the underlying criminal cyber infrastructure—botnets.
In July, major attacks using LizardStresser, a distributed denial-of-service
(DDoS) botnet using IoT devices, were launched by the Lizard Squad DDoS
group. In August, we learned of the first Android-based, Twitter-controlled
botnet. September ended with the announcement that cybercriminals had
published the source code for a Trojan program called Mirai, designed to
infect IoT devices and use these devices to build botnets and launch DDoS
attacks. The malware itself was previously in use by a handful of criminals (with hundreds of thousands
of IoT devices already infected), but with its public distribution cybercriminals around the globe now
have an easy method to build even more botnets. Botnet highlights in October included the use of a
100,000-device strong botnet to attack the DNS provider Dyn, ultimately bringing down dozens of well
known Internet services, including Airbnb, Etsy, Pinterest, Amazon, PayPal, Twitter, and Netflix, as well as
major news outlets, and ISPs, such as Comcast and Verizon.
Using data from Cyren’s own massive GlobalView SecurityTM Cloud, which collects and analyzes over 17
billion pieces of threat data daily, Cyren researchers discovered over hundreds of thousands of malicious
DNS, email, and web activities originating from a single botnet.
Add to all of this the Necurs botnet—which we have tracked delivering Locky and Dridex malware and which
has “switched off” twice in the last few months, giving the impression that it was offline (but wasn’t...)—and
the world of botnets looks less like run-of-the-mill cybercrime and more like a season of Breaking Bad.
In today’s world, everything from laptops and routers to DVRs and security cameras are at risk of
becoming cogs in the larger botnet wheel. In fact, a recent KPMG study of mid-sized companies found
that 93% were living with bot infections. The botnet’s zombie army of co-opted devices are able to use
the machines’ combined computing power to significantly affect an organization’s operations, with
impacts ranging from loss of revenue and business reputation, to problems with regulatory compliance
and a reduction in customer confidence. Botnets can affect any individual, business, organization,
or government through myriad means: targeting the entity through DDoS attacks or using company
computing resources and bandwidth to launch attacks on others, stealing trade secrets or client/employee
identity information, inserting malware into source code, or compromising a system’s overall data integrity.
Today every organization needs to ensure that they have security in place which has the depth and
breadth of threat intelligence and the multi-layered defenses necessary to disrupt — at several levels —
these modern clone armies of cybercrime.
Lior Kohavi
Chief Technology Officer
Cyren
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Botnets 101: How A Botnet Works

It is said that the Internet lost its innocence on November 3, 1988, when a talentedbut-bored Cornell University grad student (subsequently a convicted felon and now
a tenured MIT professor) named Robert Morris, Jr., launched the Internet’s first
“worm”—a computer virus that spread from computer to computer.
BEHOLD THE BIRTH OF THE BOTNET
By all accounts Morris’ vision for this software included not only replication across connected computing devices, but also
a connected computing system—thousands of linked computers available to initiate further instructions from a centralized
command-and-control system. His worms did have the ability to send a homing beacon to a specific computer at Berkeley,
making them the first bots, although the full system was never implemented.
From that beginning botnets have evolved greatly, both in their scope and in their ability to create financial and
operational havoc. Every year businesses are losing customers and millions of dollars in revenue
thanks to zombies, malware, distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, and other malicious
activity. Botnets are among the biggest internet threats of the 21st century.
By definition, a botnet is a series of Internet-connected computers, or bots, each
infected with the same or different types of malware specific to the botnet’s
operations. These bots have the ability to ‘talk’ directly to the command
and control (C&C) server, and sometimes to each other, and carry out
the commands of their botmaster. While there are legitimate
distributed computing systems which might technically qualify
as botnets (see story on p. 5), generally the term ‘botnet’ is only
used when referring to illegal networks operating with criminal
intent.
To create a botnet, the botnet master needs to infect computers with malware.
This can happen in multiple ways, including malware email campaigns, infected
websites that host a dropper, pirated software that is pre-infected with malware, or infected USB
drives inserted in a vulnerable machine.

BOTNETS COMMUNICATE IN TWO PRIMARY WAYS
Direct Command and Control (C&C) Botnets—In a typical direct C&C arrangement, the bot communicates directly with a
server or group of distributed servers (the C&C) to get missions and to report its status. Command and control networks are
simpler to implement but are vulnerable to takedowns if the C&C is disrupted.
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Botnets—Peer-to-peer botnets use a decentralized network of bots for added protection against
takedowns. Peer-to-peer botnets can include a C&C server, but may also operate without a C&C server and be designed with a
specific random structure to further obfuscate the botnet and its purpose. While P2P botnets are less likely to be identified, the
botmaster cannot easily monitor command delivery and the implementation of the P2P botnet itself can be complex.
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Botnet Anatomy
Botnet—A botnet is a network of Internet-connected and malware-infected
devices, which have been co-opted by cybercriminals. It is used to distribute spam
and malware, or launch distributed denial- of-service attacks. Botnets can be
comprised of as many as 500,000 to 1,000,000 devices, and send up to 60 billion
spam emails in a day. The term ‘botnet’ derives from the combination of the words
“roBOT NETwork.”

Command and Control Server—Often
abbreviated as C&C, a command and
control server is the centralized
computer that issues commands to
and receives information back from
the bots. Command and control
infrastructure frequently consists of
several servers and other technical
components. Most botnets use a
client-server architecture, but
some botnets are peer-to- peer
(P2P), with the command-andcontrol functionality embedded in
the botnet.

CYBERCRIMINAL
(BOTMASTER)

Botmaster—Alternatively called a botnet
controller or bot herder, the botmaster is the
botnet’s operator. This individual remotely
controls the botnet, issueing commands to
the C&C server, or to individual bots
within the network. A botmaster’s name
and location is heavily obfuscated to
prevent identification and prosecution
by law enforcement.

C&C

COMMAND & CONTROL

Bot—An Internet-connected individual device within the botnet is called a
bot. A bot is most often a computer,
but a smart phone, tablet, or
Internet of Things device can also be
part of a botnet. A bot receives
operational instructions from a
command and control server, directly
from the botmaster, or sometimes from
other bots within the network.

Peer-to-Peer Botnet—Peer-to-peer
(P2P) botnets use a decentralized
network of bots for added protection
against takedowns. While P2P botnets can
include a C&C server, they may also operate
without one and be structured randomly to
further obfuscate the botnet and its purpose.
While P2P botnets are less likely to be identified,
the botmaster cannot easily monitor
command delivery and the implementation can be complex.

Zombie—Another name for a bot. Because
the bot is controlled by an outside computing
device or person, it is likened to a fictional
‘zombie’. A botnet is also known as a
“zombie army.”

How a C&C Botnet Distributes Malware
1

2

A botmaster develops a
The newly harvested
botnet by distributing
bots or “zombies” report
bot malware to infect PCs or
in to the botnet’s command and
other devices. He may also rent
control (C&C).
an existing botnet from another
criminal.
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The C&C now controls
these bots and issues
instructions for the bot to distribute executable malware files, as
well as the email templates and
potential victim address lists.
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The infected zombie bots
receive the orders, each
sending email messages carrying
the malware payload to thousands
of potential victims.

The Growing Threat: Internet of Things Botnets
For several years, cybersecurity professionals have been predicting
an impending malware onslaught, originating from Internet of
Things (IoT) devices—“smart” everyday household items that can
connect to the Internet, such as refrigerators, WiFi routers, DVRs,
baby monitors, security cameras, thermostats, and so forth.

October’s IoT botnet surprise came in the form of an attack on Dyn, a
company that controls much of the Internet’s domain name system
(DNS) infrastructure. With a Mirai-based IoT botnet again behind
the assault, the attack brought down dozens of major websites like
Twitter, CNN, and Netflix.

During 2016, the future became the ‘here and now’ as cybercriminals recruited well over 1,000,000 IoT devices to expand their
zombie armies. Two primary source code families—Mirai and
Bashlight—were the weapons of choice. Both source codes exploit
weaknesses in the device’s telnet remote connection protocol on
devices running a Linux protocol called BusyBox. In the case of
Mirai, the botnet software also encrypts the data passing between
the devices and the command and control (C&C) servers, making
it difficult for cybersecurity professionals to monitor and block
malicious activity. Researchers also believe that Mirai has taken control
of devices previously infected with Bashlight, and possibly even patched
them, so the device cannot be infected by a rival botnet.

As cybercrime continues to grow at epidemic proportions, Internet
of Things botnets are particularly dangerous for several reasons.
First, there is essentially an unlimited supply of Internet-connected
devices—today almost everything is a “smart” device. Second, these
Internet-connected devices are usually poorly protected, often
lacking basic security programming. Third, the creator of the Mirai
botnet source code—a cybercriminal operating under the name
Anna-senpai—released the code for free in October, providing every
hacker on the street the opportunity to build their own botnet.

The extent of the Mirai botnet’s power first came to light in
September, when cybercriminals targeted security researcher
Brian Krebs’ website—krebsonsecurity.com—with a DDoS attack.
Krebs reported that the attack generated an estimated 665 Gigabits
of traffic per second at its peak, one of the largest single Internet
attacks ever witnessed and recorded.

The monetization of botnets is also critical to its growth.
Researchers report that IoT botnets ranging in size from 100,000
to 400,000 devices could be hired for $3,00 to $7,500 per attack,
making their creation and use all the more attractive to criminals.
While security professionals advise that an infected IoT device can
usually be cleaned through a reboot (thus erasing the botnet code
from the device’s memory), it is highly likely that the device will be
re-infected relatively quickly, since criminals are constantly scanning
for vulnerable IoT devices. It may be necessary, therefore, to also
change the device’s default password immediately after reboot.

ET PHONE HOME: LEGITIMATE BOTNETS
Although the term ‘botnet’ is generally
associated with cybercrime and
maliciousness, it should come as no
surprise that there are, in fact, fully
legitimate and entirely useful botnets—
better known as “distributed computing
systems”—at work around the globe. In
fact, someone you know may even have
willingly allowed their computer to become
part of one.

accomplished more quickly, efficiently, and
at less cost. While ‘botnets’ are typically only
designed with criminal intent, ‘distributed
computing’ projects are often created for the
greater good.

Perhaps the most famous distributed
computing project is SETI@home. Using
the Berkeley Open Infrastructure for
Network Computing (BOINC) software
platform and hosted by the Space
Sciences Laboratory at the University
At their core, botnets are nothing more
of California, Berkeley, SETI@home
than a group of Internet-connected devices
employs the unused CPU and GPU cycles
typically installed with some form of software
on a network of volunteer computers to
that enables these devices to collectively
analyze radio signals captured by the
perform a function and carry out commands
Arecibo radio telescope to search for
generated by someone controlling the
possible evidence of extraterrestrial
system. By spreading the computing power
intelligence.
across multiple platforms, tasks can be
5
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Other well known distributed computing
projects focus on resource intensive
computing tasks such as climate
modeling and prediction, astrophysics,
stock market prediction, molecular
biology, and mathematics.

Build, Buy, or Lease? The 15-Minute Botnet

Becoming an Internet criminal is getting easier and easier. With only a few hundred dollars in hand and an Internet connection,
anyone can obtain the software and support to build a botnet. And after the initial outlay of cash, a criminal botmaster can
quickly realize a significant return on investment through malware distribution, spam, phishing, and even DDoS attacks.
Because the software required to launch a proper botnet is complex and time-consuming to develop, entrepreneurial criminals
with a talent for coding are cashing in on botnet purchase and rental schemes by developing the software and then selling it or
even leasing use of it — think AWS for the criminally-inclined.

BECOME MASTER OF YOUR OWN BOT
For criminals concerned about time-to-market, a basic botnet can be constructed in approximately 15 to 20 minutes, once the
criminal has decided the purpose of the botnet and determined what key components are needed. Online vendors, tools, and
even sponsors are available to help with the construction. Builder kits are available for purchase online and a keyword search
can get you to the right website in under five minutes. Once the botnet kit is purchased and made ready, the criminal simply
needs to determine the payload, which is usually available in the chosen kit. Set-up of the C&C server is simple using a web
host or online cloud service provider.
Cyren researchers examined the steps involved to set up a Zeus Botnet based on freely available software. There are two major
steps that must be taken before the malware can be distributed:
1. SET UP THE SERVER.
2. ASSEMBLE THE MALWARE.

STEP ONE: SET UP THE SERVER

Simply clicking ‘Install’
sets the Zeus botnet
process in motion.

To set up the server, the wannabe botnet owner would
install the Zeus 2.0.9.15 Management Panel on a
Linux server with an Apache Web server and other
components. Once the Linux environment is set up, the
Zeus software is simply copied over from a zip file. After
a few permission changes, the setup process can be
activated from any Web browser.
With the installation complete, the Zeus control
panel can now be accessed from any Web browser.

Zeus botnet install on
Linux server
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Build, Buy, or Lease? The 15-Minute Botnet

STEP TWO: ASSEMBLING THE MALWARE
The next step is assembling the Zeus malware. Naturally the malware has to be adapted to the newly created management server
or C&C. In this instance, the soon-to-be bot owner is in luck, because the creator of the Zeus 2.0.9.15 Management Panel has
streamlined the process to make it relatively easy. To assemble the Zeus malware, the bot owner must first:

•• Set up configuration data which includes all the

details of the server.
•• Build the bot configuration using the provided

details and using a JPG image. The bot
configuration data is embedded into the JPG using
steganography (see p. 20).
The result is a bot configuration file and encrypted
configuration inside a JPG image. Then the bot
owner:
•• Builds the bot executable file from these

components
•• Saves the bot executable with a filename that will

match the distribution campaign, for example
“invoice.exe”.
Zeus bot configuration and executable builder

For the aspiring “bot businessperson”, the
more challenging part of the setup is the
distribution. As mentioned in the Botnet 101
article on p. 3, this can be performed using
another existing botnet. For example, the
executable file can be distributed as zipped
email attachments. A look at the panel after
the first victim is infected shows the new bot
is now available for commanding.

Zeus control panel with 1st bot connected.
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BUILD, BUY, OR LEASE? THE 15-MINUTE BOTNET

FOR RENT: BOTNET. LOW PRICE. GREAT LOCATION.
Rental is also an option for aspiring botnet entrepreneurs. For as little as pennies a day and a PayPal account, any novice
or experienced cybercriminal can rent a botnet. Stressers and booters, as they are known in the cybercrime world, are
online services offered by cybercriminals to provide customers with DDoS capabilities, usually for a nominal fee. By utilizing
the software as a service (SaaS) subscription model, the average denial of service package might only cost an aspiring
cybercriminal $0.66 per day or $19.99/month. Deluxe packages cost $34.99 month....

SUCCESS REQUIRES PLANNING
More serious botnet entrepreneurs will begin with a business plan that outlines their target victims and forecasts revenues
and costs. Security analysts estimate that, if done right, botnets can garner criminals from hundreds of thousands to millions
of dollars a year. And consider that most serious botmasters manage more than one botnet. Botnet operators may also vary
their campaigns and payloads and target different groups of victims, specializing in certain niches, as in any industry.
The chief takeaway is to understand that botnet and malware developer tools are exceptionally easy and cheap to procure on
the Internet, even for the most unsophisticated users. With only a beginner’s knowledge, criminals can leverage basic pointand-click build-your-own botnet kits and begin stealing money and data with minimal effort.

GLOBAL ZOMBIE LOCATIONS
BASED ON CYREN GLOBALVIEW THREAT INTELLIGENCE DATA
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All-Purpose Networks: What Botnets Do

Malware Distribution—To create, expand, and maintain botnets, malware must be constantly
installed on new computers, mostly via an email attachment or embedded link. However, botnet
malware can also be distributed through drive-by website links and even malicious apps on
tablets and phones. Not all malware is aimed at expanding the botnet. Botnets also distribute
other types of malware, such as banking malware or ransomware. The graph below shows the
huge numbers of Locky ransomware emails sent out by bots in 2016 as tracked by Cyren—and also
the breaks where the botnet was silent.
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Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) Attacks—Using the

Sniffing—Bots can also be used to watch or “sniff”

computers attached to a botnet, cybercriminals shut down—or

for specific types of text and data passing through a

deny service—to a victim’s system users by overloading the

compromised machine, such as usernames and passwords.

computational resources of the website or system with data.

Sometimes if a machine is infected with malware from

Spam and Phishing Emails—With the use of a botnet, massive
amounts of spam and phishing emails can be distributed, since
thousands of computers are working at the same time. In

several different botnets, the machine can be used to
sniff packets from other botnet’s messages, gather key
information, and ‘steal’ the botnet.

2011, at their peak, spam botnets could deliver in excess of 150

Keyloggers—With keylogging software, bots collect

billion emails per day.

information related to specific type of keyboard strokes, such
as alpha-numeric/special character sequences associated with
certain keywords, such as “bankofamerica.com” or “paypal.
com”. If the keylogger is running on thousands of computers
connected to the botnet, then the cybercriminal has the ability
to quickly harvest sensitive information.

9
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ALL-PURPOSE NETWORKS

Click-fraud—Imagine you earn money for every Google AdSense advertisement

TOTAL

that gets clicked on your website. If you’re a cybercriminal and you own the website,

SPAM & PHISHING

it makes sense to employ a click-fraud botnet, where advertising “clicks” are
automated and you can increase your AdSense money-making potential.

DISTRIBUTION

Online Polls and Social Media Manipulation—Botnets were put to good use this U.S.

Cyren estimates that in Q3 2016,

election season as various interested parties employed them to artificially influence

botnets distributed globally an

online polls and trending phrases on social media. Since each bot in the botnet uses

average of 56.8 billion spam and

a distinct IP address, every vote or fake hashtag post will have the same credibility as

phishing emails per day.

those initiated by a real person.
Ticketing Botnets—This type of botnet software is sold for approximately $750 on the
web, and enables a cybercriminal to reserve the best quality event tickets for multiple
different events or event dates simultaneously. The software also allows the user to
purchase the tickets, which he can then resell for a profit.

RANSOMWARE C&C SERVER LOCATIONS
BASED ON CYREN GLOBALVIEW THREAT INTELLIGENCE DATA
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The Evolution of Botnets
...and the Fight Against Them
 = BOTNET TAKEDOWN

1988
 Robert Morris, Jr., launches the Internet’s
first worm designed to replicate itself by
infecting other connected computers and
eventually builds a system of connected
computers, controlled by him.

2004

1999
 A trojan and a worm — Sub7 and Pretty

Park—are believed to be the earliest
known malware connecting the victim’s
machine to an IRC channel to listen for
malicious commands.

 Phatbot, a descendant of Agobot, is

among the first bot malware to use P2P
instead of IRC

2006
 Zeus (Zbot) malware first appears giving

2008
 Grum originates and in four years’ time

expands with a capability of distributing
39.9 BILLION messages per day.

cybercriminals the ability to steal banking
credentials and recruit the victim’s
computer into a botnet.

 Storm botnet abandoned after multiple
takedown attempts and removal of bots.

2010
 Zeus code is integrated into SpyEye
malware and marketed to high-end
criminal customers.

2011
 ‘Gameover Zeus’ emerges using a P2P
protocol for contact with C&C sites.

 Waledac spam botnet is taken down
by Microsoft.

 Cyren reports spam levels drop over 30% after
March 2011 takedown of Rustock botnet.

2013
 Security professionals report the first

2012
 Grum botnet taken down with coordinated
activity across Russia, Ukraine, Panama,
and Netherlands.

android botnets, such as MisoSMS.

 Joint law enforcement and private sector
takedown of multiple Citadel botnets,
responsible for thefts of $500 million from
consumer and business bank accounts.

2016

2014
 Operation Tovar: U.S. Department of
Justice (DOJ) along with law enforcement
agencies in multiple countries grab control
the Gameover Zeus botnet.

 The first IoT botnets take hold. Hundreds of
thousands of devices are infected.

2017 & Beyond »

 IoT botnets will expand, become more sophisticated, and become the
botnet of choice for a number of years, since many of these devices,
such as home appliances, lag in security credential protection.

 Botnet developers will continue to get more creative and stealthy in
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their ability to build botnets that are difficult to disrupt.
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Interview with a Botnet Hunter

Cyren expert Geffen Tzur discusses the successes
and challenges of fighting botnet cybercrime.

What defines a botnet? Doesn’t all malware
“phone home”?
A botnet is defined as a network of infected computers
set up to perform synchronized operations such as spam
campaigns, distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks,
and virus distribution to other computers. Not all malware
“phones home,” but all botnets do, either to a single
command and control (C&C) server or via one of their
“fellow” bots in what is known as a peer-to-peer (P2P)
communication. The key thing about a botnet is that it is
a synchronized network waiting for commands from a
computer operated by the botmaster.

For example, criminals may use the same non-standard
port in an HTTP transaction to the same destination
server. Sometimes you can only see the anomalies after
the fact when you aggregate and count transactions and
perform log analysis. Also, a spam bot usually sends the
same emails simultaneously from multiple IPs. Cyren’s
email security service can spot a spam bot using this
technique.

How do security solutions identify peer-to-peer
(P2P) botnets?
Identifying P2P botnets is more of a challenge. The
problem with P2P botnets is that there is no single server

If malware goes to a server for downloads/instructions, but there is no controller, is this a
botnet?
No. Probably not. A botnet usually updates and receives
mission instructions after initial installation. A botnet
involves human control.

How can you tell that different infected computers are working together—that they are actually
a botnet?
To identify a botnet, you need to be able to correlate
between multiple network transactions from various
sources around the globe. Once you have this capability
there are several different methods to actually identify the
botnet during operation.
In the first method, cybersecurity solutions will attempt to
identify correlations among infected computers, using a
secure web gateway (like Cyren Web Security) to detect the
same anomaly originating from different sources.
12
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that they communicate with. There can be up to thousands
of individual computers working together and you can’t
always tell which are the command and control (C&C)
servers. Identifying the P2P behavior usually involves
detecting the number of different connections originating
from one server—if a cybercriminal opens too many
destinations in a non-standard port, security solutions can
often see this.

INTERVIEW WITH A BOTNET HUNTER

Does the malware itself provide any clues that it
is malware specific to a botnet?
By dynamic analysis of the malware we can detect
behaviors typical to botnet set up, such as agent
registration, information collection on the operating
system and environment, and network reconnaissance.
These behaviors can then be characterized into a profile,
so that other variants of the same malware can be labeled

malware for setting up a botnet and for adding a bot to
the network. It is an industry—and it is organized and
available for rent or purchase, just like any legitimate
service. One of the most famous cases is the Mariposa
botnet, in which three cybercriminals bought a kit and
deployed it. There is no special skill required and often
we discover “entry-level” beginner botnets. There is some
expertise required for new or hyper-evasive malware.

as responsible for the same botnet. Eventually, when

Like any software, you can also purchase open-source

a heuristic anti-malware solution finds one of these

versions that enable you to build a botnet, but this

variants, it can tell it belongs to the same malware family.

software is fairly easy for security professionals to detect,

In addition, when security professionals analyze malware

so the botnet will likely only be used for a very short

being distributed by botnets, it is possible to detect typical

period of time. For targeted botnet attacks you need

behavior in a sandbox and identify the registration of

expertise, skill, and knowledge of evasion techniques,

agents and botnets, as well as attempts by the botnet to

such as how not to activate in a sandbox, particularly if you

do network reconnaissance and send info to the C&C.

don’t want security solutions to find you too quickly.

How do botnets get their names?

How does a banking botnet, like Zeus, function?

Security professionals often name botnets based on some

Zeus is a Trojan horse malware which infected millions

word, phrase, or string they see inside the binary code.

of computers between 2007 and 2010. It steals banking

Sometimes it could be based on a network-related activity,

information by monitoring the browser’s process, often

such as the server name or special header. Each company

known as a man-in-the-browser attack, detecting key

gives different names. For example, with Zeus there are

strokes and grabbing web forms. Once the information

several industry names, such as Zbot, Zeus Gameover, and

is stolen, it is sent to a remote location which is often a

Trojan-Spy, and Win32.Zbot. The names that are publicized

compromised server. Then, the botmaster retrieves the

by security professionals are not necessarily the botnet

banking credentials, logs into the victim’s online bank

owner’s chosen name. Criminals may create their own

account through a compromised proxy, and performs a

names for botnets, and we don’t necessarily know what

money transfer to a designated bank account. These bank

those are.

accounts are controlled by networks of money mules—a
network of people whose job is to withdraw money from

Is there real expertise involved in creating a botnet? Can anyone simply download or purchase a
kit and build their own botnet?
It is actually fairly easy to build a botnet, and someone
with basic knowledge and expertise could do it. You can
also purchase botnets off-the-shelf, hire someone to build
it for you, engage an organization to do distribution for you,
purchase C&C servers, or even rent an existing botnet.
Botnets are available for all kinds of functionalities, from
banking, spam/phishing, hacktivism, and distributed
denial of service (DDoS) attacks. We still see specialized
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these bank accounts, usually in countries with little or no
banking regulation. The mules then transfer the money to
the botmaster’s organization.

INTERVIEW WITH A BOTNET HUNTER

Is ransomware ever part of a botnet?
The line is thin. Ransomware distribution may originate
from a botnet, but after the distribution there is no botnet-

There seem to be a lot of security companies and
organizations tracking botnets these days. Why
are botnets so hard to take down?

like activity such as synchronized operations. Ransomware

Well, there are obviously more botnet owners and malware

is typically a focused attack with a single attack vector.

groups than security companies. The takedowns have been

A botnet is a group of computers working together to

complicated. It all boils down to hyper-evasive malware

perform continuous attacks. Ransomware requires no

which avoids detection, and security companies which are

synch with other infected machines.

often one step behind in inventing new detection methods.
As for taking down botnets—this is normally done by law

Are botnets smaller than they used to be?

enforcement and ISPs, and in many cases there is not

We don’t necessarily have any data to support this,

security vendors. In some cases, privacy concerns and

although there have been reports of takedowns of multiple
small botnets such as Citadel. Botnets definitely come in
all sizes. But, it does make sense that a criminal may want
to reduce the risk of a takedown by making the botnet
smaller and thus harder to detect. It also depends on the
purpose of the botnet. A spam/DDoS botnet will naturally
be large, global, and non-specific. On the other hand, a
botnet designed to launch spear-phishing and targeted
attacks will tend to be smaller and stealthier—limiting the
size of the botnet reduces the chance of detection.

enough cooperation and information sharing with the
regulations between countries are delaying or preventing
such cooperation. Moving the wheels of law enforcement
and government regulation is hard. Ultimately, security
organizations like Cyren defend customers faster than law
enforcement can take down a botnet.

Sometimes after a takedown, we hear that a
sinkhole has been set up—how does this work?
A sinkhole is basically a way of redirecting malicious Internet
traffic so that it can be captured and analyzed by security

If all botnets “phone home,” shouldn’t it be easy
to simply spot some unexpected outgoing communication and block it?

analysts. It uses a standard DNS server configured to hand

It used to be simple. In the early days of botnets, simple

with malicious link that has been sink-holed, and if the victim

filtering of outgoing traffic with rules and signatures would
have been enough. Since then, botnets have evolved to use
multiple evasion techniques, such as domain generation
algorithms (DGA), piggybacking on user traffic, posting in
legitimate blogs, and hiding the C&C server address in a
web search results page. Botnets have evolved—like all
technology—and the botnet industry has large amounts
of money associated with it. Today we have professional
criminals with knowledge and expertise, actually investing
in improving botnet evasion solutions.
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out non-routable addresses for all domains in the sinkhole,
so that every computer that uses it will fail to get access to
the real website. For example, if a victim receives an email
clicks the link, they won’t reach the malicious site, instead
they reach a non-routable address. Cyren offers this type of
security in our DNS security solution to help protect users
from malicious websites.

INTERVIEW WITH A BOTNET HUNTER

Do botnet owners specifically target security
solutions or law enforcement?

How much does it cost to rent a botnet?

Bots are highly aware of security solutions and detection

from thousands of dollars to hundreds of thousands of

techniques. There is a history of malware samples, that

dollars, depending on type of attack, botnet purpose, the

when analyzed, were found to contain code to check

type of damage it is supposed to do, etc.

It definitely varies. The price of botnets-for-rent can range

for specific anti-virus vendor software. Botnet owners
will also engage in spear-phishing attacks on specific
companies or law enforcement. It is also very common
for cybercriminals to code botnet malware with sandbox
evasion techniques.

Are botnets used in hacktivism?
It is definitely possible and likely that certain government,
political, or business organizations are being targeted
for hacktivism purposes—we probably saw some of
this during the recent elections in the United States, as
well as during the Brexit vote, when bots were used for
promotional purposes or to disseminate fake news and
disinformation on social media sites like Twitter. After the
election in the U.S., a number of major think tanks were
targeted by spearphishing attacks. We see it all the time
in Israel with criminal organizations developing botnets to
target think tank organizations.

What financial gain is there in a DDoS attack?
Usually a DDoS attack is not directly profit-related.
Sometimes competitors of the victim might order an
attack to draw clients to their service. Sometimes DDoS
attacks are used as a form of retaliation, as in the case
of the recent Krebs on Security attack. In other cases,
a DDoS attack is used as a distraction from a stealthier
operation. Sometimes, DDoS attacks are even used as a
form of blackmail.
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What industries are most often the target of
botnet attacks?
Definitely attacks on banks and other financial institutions,
as well as governments, will continue to grow.

What can we expect in the future for botnets?
Ransomware distribution involves high profitability and
it will likely continue to keep everyone busy. We expect
to see a shift with more botnets using a P2P structure,
which is harder to detect. Botnets using Internet of Things
(IoT) devices will likely grow and get more sophisticated.
In addition, botnets will continue to be used for malware
distribution and spam. I don’t see that going away.

CYREN
GLOBALVIEW
| Q3
2016
24 Hours
in theTHREAT
Life ofINDICES
a Necurs
Bot

Necurs—a notorious and extremely dangerous botnet—

weeks later, the botnet re-appeared and began spamming

spread like wildfire across the globe until October 2015,

new Locky malware.

when it was taken down by an international law enforcement
effort. A few months later, the botnet mysteriously
reappeared and began distributing the Dridex and Locky
malwares, only to vanish again in early June 2016. A few

In an effort to better understand Necurs and how it works,
Cyren security researchers analyzed an actual Necurs bot’s
activities during its first 24 hours of life.

DAY ONE
 DELIVERY

9:46 AM

The bot malware arrives on a computer in Europe, as an attachment packaged as “crashreporter.exe” in the
form of a spoofed email from the “Mozilla Foundation.” The bot is part of the Necurs botnet and Cyren detects
this malware as W32/Necurs.C.gen!Eldorado.

 INFECTION

10:03 AM

The unsuspecting victim opens the email and launches the email attachment.

 EVADING PRYING EYES

10:05 AM

Upon launch, the bot’s first order of business is to ensure it is unobserved by searching for known indicators of
virtual environments, debuggers, and other monitoring tools. If found, the bot is designed to terminate itself.

 CREATING A COMFORTABLE WORKING ENVIRONMENT

10:05 – 10:08 AM

In this instance, the coast is clear, so the bot copies itself to the following locations:
•• C:\\Windows\\Installer\\{random_number}\\syshost.exe
•• GLOBALROOT\\Device\\HarddiskVolume2\\Windows\\System32\\drivers\\mshidkmdf.sys

And moves itself to the following temporary location:
•• C:\\Users\\USERNAME\\AppData\\Local\\Temp\\82495b3b.tmp

The bot checks the language configuration on the machine. (Sometimes malware will not run when it detects
certain language.) For example, the Locky ransomware does not operate on Russian language machines. In
this instance, the bot detects an English language machine, so it:
•• Creates syshost.exe as a service named syshost32 (to a victim the name may not look suspicious) and then

starts the service

•• Deletes the temp file created previously.
•• Bypasses the computer’s firewall and whitelists itself with several commands such as:
•• C:\\Windows\\system32\\netsh.exe\” advfirewall firewall set rule name=\”Core Networking - System IP

Core\” dir=in new action=allow enable=yes profile=any
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CYREN GLOBALVIEW THREAT INDICES | Q3 2016
24 HOURS IN THE LIFE OF A NECURS BOT

 CONNECTING HOME

10:08 AM

The bot now confirms the computer is connected to the Internet. The bot connects to a DNS server and
attempts to resolve access to the domain “Facebook.com.” Once Facebook.com is resolved by the DNS server
the bot immediately fires up the domain generation algorithm (DGA) in order to seek out a responsive C&C and
the first four random domains are attempted:
•• fabbaawrclrmdtz.com
•• jkqjujowvrm.com
•• wcsalplovdd.com
•• jkqjujowvrm.com

Unfortunately, these domains are
not resolved and the bot now has
to move to plan B to try and find
its C&C.

 TRYING PLANS B, C, D...

10:09 – 10:19 AM

After checking the correct time, the bot makes a second attempt to seek out a C&C, with 57 (unsuccessful)
attempts to resolve “qcmbartuop.bit”. Then, after resolving access to Microsoft.com, it’s time for plan C. Using
the DGA to attempt connection to 2076 domains. Only two of these actually resolve, but the bot finds no useful
information. Meanwhile plan D is also underway—attempting to connect to hardcoded C&C IP addresses. At
10:12 a hardcoded IP responds, but it’s been sinkholed.

 CONTACT!

10:20

Finally, a hardcoded IP address responds. A C&C has been located—hosted in the Ukraine. The bot and the C&C
now exchange encrypted information relating to the bot’s new host. The bot now awaits instructions.

 RECEIVING MISSION DATA

11:13 – 4:30 PM

The Ukraine C&C sends over large volumes of encrypted data. These include software updates and also the
destination addresses and content for a spam campaign to be launched later in the evening. A few more
unsuccessful attempts are made by the bot to contact other C&Cs.
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24 HOURS IN THE LIFE OF A NECURS BOT

 SPAM ATTACK

10:21 PM – 11:14 PM

The new European-based bot now begins
sending out spam based on the orders
received earlier in the day. The timing seems
to be chosen to ensure delivery during US
working hours. The bot starts by looking for
an SMTP server that can be used for sending
spam. Initial attempts to connect to the Gmail
MX and then Yahoo servers are rebuffed. After
a few attempts, successful connections are
made to Yahoo and Hotmail servers and the
spam attack begins.
At 11:14 the live.com server informs the bot
that “We have limits for how many messages
can be sent per hour and per day.” At this
point the spam attack ends for the day.

Sample spam message sent by bot

DAY TWO
 RANSOMWARE ATTACK

10:47 AM

After receiving additional encrypted
information overnight, the bot begins to
distribute Locky ransomware by emailing
zipped JavaScript downloaders as email
attachments. Cyren detects initial samples
as JS/Nemucod.CA2!Eldorado.

Example of a spam email sent by the bot

 A DAY’S WORK (UNFORTUNATELY) DONE

11:00 AM

Much has happened in our chosen bot’s first 24 hours — imagine multiplying the effect of this activity over
thousands of bots forming a single botnet. See Lessons Learned below for our conclusions.
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LESSONS LEARNED
During its first 24 hours of life, the bot malware installed itself, found a C&C server, updated its software,
and distributed spam and Locky ransomware. Three key things stand out:
1. The bot is exceptionally persistent about finding a C&C, trying thousands of different options.
2. This two-year old malware eventually managed to locate a working C&C. The C&C quickly updated the
malware, proving the resiliency of the underlying threat.

3. The bot was inactive for long periods, likely for several reasons: (a) a longer wait might prevent
detection by automated sandboxes; (b) inactivity reduces resource usage on the infected PC; or (c) the
bot has a specific target audience for the spam/malware campaigns.
CYREN CYBER THREAT REPORT | JANUARY 2017

Hiding in the Shadows:
How Botnets Obscure Their Communications

The need to communicate with a command and control (C&C) server is a bot’s greatest
weakness, since the network traffic exposes it to possible discovery. Consequently, over
the years cybercriminals have developed a variety of sophistictated methods to obfuscate
botnet communications and ensure their network of illegal computers are able to share
critical messages and instructions. Below you will find a review of several methods
employed to reduce the risk of detection.

Tor-based Botnets—Tor is best known as an anonymous

Internet Relay Chat (IRC) Botnets—Internet Relay Chat

web-based communications tool, directing the Internet

botnets are among the first generation of botnets to be

traffic of its users through a free, global network of

leveraged for criminal purposes. In an IRC botnet, the bot/

thousands of relays designed to hide the user’s location and

computer connects to the IRC as a client and performs

usage from any type of surveillance or analysis. Recently,

automated functions. While IRC bots are easy to create and

criminals have been using Tor to hide C&C servers, which

manage, cybersecurity professionals are typically able to

operate under a common IRC protocol. Because TOR is

identify the server and botmaster and shut the botnet down.

anonymous, the owner’s identity is hidden. In addition, all

Recently IRC botnets have experienced a small resurgence

Tor traffic is encrypted, so it can’t be blocked by intrusion

thanks to certain advancements, such as using multiple

detection systems, and since there are legitimate uses for

command and control servers, which enable cybercriminals

Tor, it is impractical for security solutions to block all Tor

to use IRC botnets with less chance of a quick shutdown.

traffic. There are disadvantages to the Tor network that tend
to spill over into botnet operation, including latencies, slowdowns, and unreliability.

Encryption/Complex Protocols—Not only are messages
encrypted, but they also use botnet-specific protocols.
As in the example Analysis of C&C Communication

Domain Generation Algorithm (DGA)—Because C&C

(p. 21), any communication string has multiple

domains are often hardcoded, it is relatively easy for security

headers and codes which make it very difficult to

solutions to find and block them. To avoid this, some botnets

understand the botnet transmissions. Some

use a DGA, which generates so many domain names that

bot-driven malware, such as Gameover Zeus

it becomes unfeasible to block them all. Of course, not all

Trojan encrypts both malware distribution

of the domains actually function, but bots are designed

and C&C communications. In these

to cycle through the list until they get a response and find

instances, downloaders install the

a functioning C&C domain. As discussed in the article 24

malware using an SSL connection

Hours in the Life of a Necurs Bot (see p. 16), surprisingly the

from a compromised web server.

DGA failed to turn up any working C&C domains and the bot

Once the software is installed,

eventually fell back on hardcoded addresses until it found

the botnet uses encrypted P2P

one that worked.

networks to communicate with
the C&C servers.
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HIDING IN THE SHADOWS: HOW BOTNETS OBSCURE COMMUNICATIONS

Social Media—In an effort to avoid detection, new malware

Hidden Communications Inside Legitimate Services—

strains use social networks and web-based email for C&C

Similar to social media, services like Dropbox, Pastebin,

communications. Security researchers have discovered

Imgur and Evernote are used to hide botnet operations.

malware that receives C&C data from tweets and comments

In the case of Dropbox, C&C server addresses are hidden

on Pinterest.

inside files of Dropbox accounts. With Imgur, the victim

Steganography—Digital steganography is a method of
concealing a file, message, image, or video within another
file, message, image, or video. Bots use this technology by
downloading seemingly innocuous image files that actually
contain complex message streams sent by the C&C for use
by the bot. The images can be stored on any compromised
website or even image sharing services. This makes
detection of such downloads virtually indistinguishable from
normal Internet browsing traffic.

downloads a form of ransomware delivered via the Rig
exploit kit. The ransomware encrypts target files and
collects information from the victim’s machine, repackaging
it in the form of a .png file which is then uploaded to an
album on Imgur. The Imgur album then operates as a C&C
server. The increasingly popular Evernote software-as-aservice has become victim to botnet crime as well. Malware
detected as BKDR_VERNOT.A uses Evernote by retrieving its
C&C server and querying backdoor commands in the notes
saved in its Evernote account.

GLOBAL BOTNET C&C SERVER LOCATIONS

BASED ON CYREN GLOBALVIEW THREAT INTELLIGENCE DATA
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Cyren Insight: Analysis of C&C Communications
Cyren’s analysis of the Gatak malware reveals a complex encrypted protocol
developed for operation of the botnet. The structure of a decrypted message
sent from a bot to the C&C, reporting its status, looks like this:

Bot reporting status to the C&C

LEGEND:
@ Offset 0

= 16 bytes key ID of the shellcode.

@ Offset 0x10 = 4 bytes CRC32 value starting at offset 0x14 till
the end of message

Examples of BOT commands include, but are not
limited to, the following:

@ Offset 0x14 = 16 bytes command ID of the shellcode,
randomly generated

0x01 = No operation, just contacting C&C server

@ Offset 0x24 = 16 bytes function ID of shellcode, randomly
generated

0x02 = Execute payload via shellcode or [binary file]

@ Offset 0x34 = byte header for the message.
@ Offset 0x35 = 8 bytes session ID of the message, initialize to
zero in the first contact with the C&C server
@ Offset 0x3D = BOT command (see below for examples)
@ Offset 0x3E = success/error flag, set to zero for success of
operation
@ Offset 0x3F = information flag, set to one if information
length is greater than 1024 bytes

0x03 = Retrieve system information (ex. internal IP,
		 domain name, processes, etc.)
0x04 = Retrieve software installed
0x05 = Retrieve web browser history
0x64

= Execute shellcode

0xDC = Retrieve windows folder timestamp

@ Offset 0x40 = length of information
@ Offset 0x44 = start of the information

The structure of a decrypted message received from the C&C by the bot is as follows:

LEGEND:
@ Offset 0

= 4 bytes is CRC32 value starting at offset four till the end of message.

@ Offset 4

= 16 bytes is the command ID of the C&C server.

@ Offset 0x14 = byte header for the message.
@ Offset 0x15 = 8 bytes session ID of the message.
@ Offset 0x1D = BOT command
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Ghost Hosts: A New Detection
Evasion Technique
When a malware sample has been detected by enough anti-virus vendors, the URL that hosts a command and control
(C&C) server is flagged and the URL will begin to be blocked by many URL filtering systems. Clearly this is viewed as
problematic by botnet owners. The latest criminal “solution” in the ongoing cat-and-mouse security game? Change the
domain names using a technique Cyren researchers have baptized as Ghost Hosts, whereby in botnet communications the
HTTP host fields have unknown host names inserted, both registered and unregistered, fooling URL filtering systems.
As an example, Cyren analysts recently observed malware performing DNS resolution for the domain www.djapp.info.

Cyren and several other security vendors immediately flagged the domain as bad and blocked it as a C&C. As a result, all
HTTP requests to this domain were prevented in networks protected by these vendors.

VirusTotal, the free online malware and virus scanning service notes that the domain www.djapp.info
has been flagged by security vendors.

However, after DNS resolution of the IP address, analysis of the C&C transaction sent by a newly infected bot shows the
following HTTP transactions. These are informing the C&C of the successful infection of a new machine.

Connections to the IP address (52.1.45.42) of the flagged domain, but using different host names (not www.djapp.info).
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GHOST HOSTS: DETECTION EVASION TECHNIQUES

The destination IP address is the known bad server, but the HTTP host fields used in the HTTP requests belong to
completely different domains—the Ghost Hosts. In this case, the fake domain names used were events.nzlvin.net and json.
nzlvin.net.
The technique helps the botnet owner in several ways:
1. Web security and URL filtering systems will not block the ghost hostnames since they
only block the originally resolved domain (in this case www.djapp.info).
2. The botnet owner can manipulate the server to respond appropriately when this
“coded” message (using different ghost hostnames) is received. For example, the
response to the request might be the download of a specific type of malware for
execution on the bot.
3. Generally, the IP address that is associated with the C&C URL will not be blocked, since
the server may contain both legitimate and malicious content and blocking the entire
server IP may prevent users from accessing legitimate services.
At the time Cyren’s own URL reputation database was updated, Cyren analysts checked whether any vendors (besides Cyren)
had detected the ghost host domain names events.nzlvin.net and json.nzlvin.net used in the HTTP requests above. While several
security vendors had flagged the original domain www.djapp.info as malicious, not a single vendor of the 68 (!) included in
VirusTotal’s URL classificaation check had flagged these ghost URLs as such, meaning the transation would not be blocked.

Cyren researchers continued to amass data about the bad IP address
and, in the process, discovered a long list of Ghost Hosts associated
with it.
Although some of these were registered domains (created the day of
the appearance of the malware), many were not.
Ghost Hosts are yet another example of the cleverness of criminal
evasion techniques, and of the equally — or more — sophisticated
work necessary to protect organizations from this increasing
cybercriminal craftiness.
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A partial list of ghost hosts
associated with 52.1.45.42.

Self Defense: Detecting a Bot Inside Your Network

The ratio expressed in the saying “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure”
is off by several magnitudes when applied to Internet security. While avoiding
getting infected in the first place is obviously ideal, evasive tactics invariably fool
many (many!) security systems—or simple carelessness does the job.

To find the bot within, follow the chatter—to detect a bot you should search for the two-way communications that the bot
conducts with its command and control (C&C) server. There are several warning signs and methods that an organization can
use to uncover the presence of bots:
•• Check email traffic. If your organization’s emails are being rejected by recipient organizations or ISPs, this may indicate that

at some point emails from your company were blacklisted, probably as a result of spam activity originating on your network.
•• Utilize corporate firewalls. They may have rule sets for detecting suspicious port use or unknown transactions.
•• Install an intrusion prevention system. This type of system comes with built-in open source or vendor-defined rules for

detecting bot traffic.
•• Use Web security/URL filtering systems. These types of systems, like WebSecurity offered by Cyren, block outbound bot

communications to C&C’s, and help admins identify where the bots are in order to remove them.
•• Consider creating a “darknet” on your network. By creating a subnet on your LAN that shouldn’t normally have traffic routed

to it, with logging machines in it, you can detect which computers aren’t obeying your normal network setup; for example,
these computers may be scanning for nodes on the network they intend to infect.
•• Use security solutions from vendors who specialize in bot detection. There are vendors who specialize in bot detection and rely

on behavioral analysis using the combined approach of log analytics and traffic analysis.
Once unwanted traffic has been detected, the next step is tracking down the source. Cybersecurity solutions offer the best
chance to discover who has compromised your network. Preference should be given to solutions that can provide user
identification to simplify the process, especially where users are behind network address translation (NAT) devices. Cyren
blocks outbound bot communications to C&C’s, and helps admins identify where the bots are in order to remove them.
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Cyren
Globalview
Threat
Trends
Q3 2016
CYREN
GLOBALVIEW
THREAT
INDICES
| Q3|2016
The Cyren GlobalViewTM Threat Indices are published quarterly and are indicators of global tendencies for the principal types of
Internet threats. The indices are compiled from operational data from the Cyren GlobalViewTM Security Cloud, which processes
the web and email transactions of over 600 million users.
Compared to Q2 2016, phishing URLs being monitored by the Cyren security cloud were up 22%, with a net addition of nearly
1 million new phishing sites during Q3. While the volume of web malware URLs declined 10%, total unique malware samples
detected were up 20%, with unique mobile Android malware samples up 32% and average daily email malware volume up a
whopping 59% for the quarter and 10X year-to-date, due principally to consistent campaigns of Locky ransomware running
Monday through Friday of every week of Q3.
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Founded in 1991, Cyren (NASDAQ and TASE: CYRN) is a long-time innovator in cloud-delivered cybersecurity, having
introduced the industry’s first commercial anti-malware engine capable of stopping newly emerging “polymorphic” viruses
that same year. Today we protect businesses from modern advanced threats with web and email Security-as-a-Service
offerings, and supply security technology components and real-time threat intelligence to some of the world’s largest IT
and security companies. Cyren’s products and services are all backed by our industry-leading global security cloud, which
processes 17 billion transactions daily and protects over 600 million users.
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